
                              Destination Isle of M ull 
 
 
As we slipped out of Amlwch harbour on the NE corner of Anglesey, we just caught the 
tail end of the early morning shipping forecast…..Irish sea south 4 to 5 veering SW 7 to 8 
later…just time enough to reach the Isle of Man and so complete the first leg of a journey 
that had really only been put together several days before. 
 

Where it all began – Slipping out of Amlwch harbour  
 

 
 
It had only dawned on me late that with my wife and three children away on a family 
visit abroad for ten days I would have the opportunity to sneak off from self-employed 
work to ‘play’. The real summer holiday was planned for later on, destination Isle of 
Mull for more exploring aboard our Wayfarer ‘Taronga’….and it had suddenly become 
clear to me to sail up north beforehand and save the road trail later on. Well, that was the 
pretence anyway! 
 
Of course I realised that finding a crew at such short notice would be almost impossible 
but I did have a good list of adventurous friends to ring. One by one the lame excuses 
came in and I almost gave up when the name came to me; Tony Graham, a senior BA 
jumbo pilot with whom I had ski-mountaineered on and off since 1980. The trip was 
on…big excitement…and also a few anxieties. Was this a sensible thing to be doing in an 



open dinghy? The weather had been good for so long and would surely break soon. 
Would we get stranded on some distant shore, stormbound and than jeopardise the family 
holiday? For me at least, the answer is not to ponder too deep but go and try it. 
So here we were, setting course for Port St. Mary on the SE corner of the Isle of Man on 
a perfect clear morning, bowling along at 5 to 6 knots. The sun didn’t last long as the 
skies rapidly filled in from the W but the wind remained constant with the odd squalls 
coming through to keep us alert and wet. Just under 8 hours and 40 nm later we were tied 
up alongside the outer harbour wall feeling rather elated. The Wayfarer with her grey tent 
up is a curious sight amongst the other yachts but nobody seemed too interested in us 
(apart from the local Wayfarer sailors who quickly spotted us). 
We signed off with Liverpool coastguard who seemed keener to tell us of the fine local 
ales to be had …and so we duly obliged! 
 
Life aboard the boat is cosy and never too easy, but having on occasion had the whole 
family sleeping on board, two to me seemed positively luxurious. Tony, fresh off his 
Sadler 34 took a bit more getting used to it but quickly warmed to the delights of open 
dinghy sailing and living. It was, he kept saying, fantastic to feel so close and alive with 
the sea again; sailing as it should be and something that he felt almost in danger of losing 
with the bigger boat. 
 
That night as forecast the wind picked up and continued to howl for most of the next day. 
We milled around the local towns and bought a few more supplies including a good 
looking bag of mixed salad to supplement our mostly tinned rations. Back on Taronga, 
with the ‘cabin’ in complete chaos the salad disappeared. An hour later we gave up the 
search, repacked our bags into some logical order and decided that it had probably 
slipped overboard between deck and tent edge, the way that Tony’s shoe had the previous 
night (but which was found floating close by in the morning. In the days ahead we were 
to loose a number of vital parts to our primus stove in much the same way!) 
 
The evening forecast promised strong winds again the next day but a call to the 
Ronaldsway weather man cheered us up. The winds would, he assured us, contrary to the 
main forecast, decrease to 4 or 5 for a time and then back S and increase the next 
evening. Perfect for the passage to Northern Ireland. At 0530 we slipped our moorings 
and after a strong beat south caught the first of the ebb for a smooth ride through the Calf 
Sound. Moments later we were getting drenched as we beat out into large seas. As the 
bow digs into each wave the foredeck coaming seems to provide the perfect edge to 
launch the green water to exact crew head height. The helm definitely has pride of place 
in this situation!  



Leaving the Isle of Man astern as Northern Island d raws closer 

 
 
True to our weatherman’s word the wind soon eased and the seas began to calm but we 
were wet anyway by now. It was too early to stop as we neared South Rock lighthouse 
off the Irish coast so we headed north on a true run as the wind began to pick up and the 
tide turned foul. The next two hours, goosewinged and with two reefs, gave an 
exhilarating sail in steepening seas. It takes a lot to get Taronga planing with her steel 
plate and heavy supplies but we often had her at 8 knots down the waves wondering just 
how the bow was going to pull up out of the bottom of each trough. Just before a change 
of headsail and a third reef was needed we put into Donagadee harbour and decided to 
call it a day after 10 hours and 50 nm on the log. We tied up in the flooded quarry that 
serves as the local marina and got the tent up just as the heavens opened. Not a good 
drying evening for our sodden clothing but we felt good! 
 
In the morning the wind was on the nose and our initial plans of trying to make it in one 
hop to Scotland soon changed. We beat for a while, motored a little as the wind came and 
went and ended up with an excellent sail into Cushendun in the afternoon , just SE of Fair 
Head. The evening shipping forecast sounded optimistic so after a small Guiness and a 
big fry-up of sausages on the quay we paddled out to try and find the wind away from the 
lee of the hills. The WNW wind soon had us at 5 knots in the gathering dusk heading out 
across the notorious North Channel, making good time for Islay. Then in an instant the 
wind was gone and after lolliping around for a while we sadly decided to use the 
outboard to continue us on our way. The night passed quickly; steering sometimes by the 
red glow of the compass and at other times by the North star which came and went with 



the odd passing rain shower. Several ships crossed our path and apart from the distant 
lighthouses our only company was a brilliant phosphorescence churned up by the 
propeller. 
With Tony snoring quietly on the side thwart we slipped into the tranquil lagoons of the 
Armore Islands as a porpoise, a seal and the new day rose. With clear skies we didn’t 
bother with the tent for a few hours sleep. It had been a long day…22 hours and some 60 
nm. 
 
We woke to one of those memorable Scottish mornings and with only shorts and bare 
chests headed up the Sound of Islay against a foul tide but on a fast broad reach. It’s great 
fun creeping up in the shallows, sometimes losing ground but slowly edging towards our 
destination of Loch Tarbert on the west side of Jura where we anchored for the night. 
We were feeling brave by now so the next day headed out for Corryvreckan in a 
southerly 4. Arriving early we put ashore at the SW end of the infamous Gulf to wait for 
the dangerous flood to ease before crossing over to Luing and Cullipool for the night.  
 

West coast Jura, toward Corryvreckan 
 
In the morning, not content with our passage of Corryvreckan we decided to try and 
‘shoot’ the Grey Dogs race on the North end of Scarba on the first of the flood. Although 
the flood is the more vicious of the flows it is the ebb that presents the most danger to 
boats with a rock guarding its eastern entrance, so we buttoned up and prepared for a 
rough ride. Even so we were taken aback just how big the race had got within its first 
hour but the wind held and with good steerageway enjoyed a real rollercoaster of a ride 
out west and thence on to the Garvellachs for a lunch break shore. It was tempting at this 
point to approach Oban the long way, clockwise around Mull but time was running out so 
we reached up the Firth of Lorne and then up Kerrera Sound arriving at Ardentrive 
Marina in the first really heavy rain of the week. 
 
With the train south leaving early the next morning it seemed we spent half the night 
sorting out the boat. What gear to take, what to leave. It is extraordinary just how much 
clobber we had and as the last rucksac was stuffed ready for the morning dash the long 
lost salad appeared. Nice! 
 
It was sad to leave Taronga after such a memorable week , with 235nm covered over 6 
sailing days but it would only be 10 more days before I would be back again with the 
smaller crew for more fun. 
 To finish the story, and I suppose the whole reason for the first sail, we had some 
fantastic adventurers during the next weeks. While my wife took the van and trailer by 
ferry across to Mull, I sailed with my young crew (4,6 and 9) across from Oban to 
Fishnish, halfway up the sound of Mull. We had two reefs in by the time we arrived; the 
children were cold and wet but thrilled to have reached Mull on Taronga. The skipper 
was simply relieved….I hadn’t quite made that mental adjustment needed to 
accommodate the rather different crew! 
 



Loaded up to the gunwhales with 6 days food and gear at a time we made two trips out, 
visiting Ulva, Gometra, Staffa , Iona and Eraid on the first , and the Treshnish Islands, 
Coll, Muck and Eigg on the second. We couldn’t face the boat tent so took along two 
land tents instead. Company on the way included Otter, Sea Eagle, Porpoise, Basking 
shark (at very close quarters) and Minke Whale. The weather stayed kind throughout 
although we could have done with a little more wind on occasion especially during the 
odd evening when the midges really came out in force. But then if the midges weren’t 
there mass tourism might be and the charm of this magic, magic area might be lost. 


